Duncan Chamber of Commerce

Opening slide:

 Good afternoon, everyone.
 Thank-you Elizabeth, for inviting me here.
 I’m excited to share the power of tourism with your community.
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Opportunity:

 Opportunity is knocking in the tourism sector.
 500 years ago, the world had few travellers: adventurers, explorers, and
pilgrims.
 5 years ago, with the outstanding rise of nations out of poverty and into the
middle class, we approached 1 billion travellers.
 15 years from now, in 2030, we will have 2 billion travellers in the world.
 It took 2000 years to create the 1st billion travellers; and only 20 years to
create the 2nd billion.
 Closer to home, 2016 has already been a record-breaking year for tourism in
BC, and we’ve already reached more than 5.1 million arrivals to BC from
January to November of last year.
 Domestic and international visitation is forecasted to reach over 20 million
visits to and within BC.
 2017 is poised to be a record-year for the BC tourism industry as well.
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Record Year:
Comment [KH1]: Marsha – the reason we’re
using 2014 stats for revenue is that we’re waiting for
the ministry to release final 2015 stats, as they plan
to distribute it first next month. We have to follow
their lead.

 International Overnight Arrivals through the end of November were up 12.2%
year-to-date.
 We’ll have the final 2016 visitation numbers soon, and we’re excited to see
the final figures for the record year.
 In fact, tourism is one of the fastest growing industries globally.
 It brings incredible benefits not only for travellers, but also social, cultural and
economic benefits for residents.
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$18B:

 The goal set in BC’s Tourism Strategy, Gaining the Edge, is to reach $18B in
annual tourism revenue by 2018, or 5% annual growth.
 In 2014, we were at $14.6B (a 5.1% increase over 2013) and we are on track
to reach our revenue target for 2016.
 With that much investment and growth in our industry, tourism has much to
offer BC’s businesses and economy.
 The tourism industry is setting and hitting aggressive targets.
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Comment [KH2]: Marsha – we have been asked
to wait for the ministry to release the 2015 stats first,
so we cannot share them by Thursday yet.
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BC Chamber of Commerce:

 When the BC Chamber of Commerce surveyed their businesses members by
email late last year, they asked questions about the strength of member
businesses, levels of confidence, prospects, goals, and expectations.
 Overall, businesses reported good strength, broad optimism about the next 3
to 5 years, with 85% of respondents planning to grow. This is all good news
for BC’s economy.
 When asked about different sectors, and which will become more or less
important for BC’s economy in the next 5 to 10 years, 52% said that tourism
will become A LOT MORE important for BC’s economy in that timeframe, with
36% responding it will become a little more important.
 Tourism was the most favourably reviewed sector for potential for growth by
your colleagues at the BC Chamber of Commerce.
 With this support from industry, it’s time to recognize the power of tourism.
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BC’s Visitor Economy:

 Tourism is a key economic driver and one of BC’s competitive strengths in
the world economy. As you may know, it’s one of the 8 sectors identified in
the Provincial Government’s Jobs Plan and the value of the visitor economy
impacts communities all across our province.
 Tourism is also acatalyst that drives a range of benefits. Tourism leads to
increased trade and investment. There is mounting evidence showing that
‘tourism is the tip of the investment spear’. It strengthens international
perceptions of a place that have far reaching impacts in trade and
investment, international student education, and immigration.
 Tourism also improves the quality of life for all British Columbians.
 Think about the things we enjoy that would not be as viable without the
tourism engine…..museums and galleries, festivals and sports events,
air/highway and coastal transportation, dining and wine touring, parks
and recreational facilities (like ski resorts), and many other benefits that
make life so good here in BC.
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BC’s Visitor Economy:

 We expect the 2015 figures to be released soon by BC Stats but our 2014
numbers demonstrate that tourism is big business:
o $14.6 billion in total revenue
o $3.9 billion in export earnings
o 127,500 jobs
o And tourism contributes $7.1 billion to provincial GDP.
 But it’s not just about the numbers…
o Tourism in BC is diverse with more than 50 different experience types
from city stays, to touring vacations, white water rafting to wine touring,
mountain biking to mountain hiking.
 And tourism opportunity exists in every corner of our province. It’s good for
cities and it’s also good for rural communities.
 From skiing in the Kootenays, to driving through Peace River country and
north to Alaska;
 From fishing in Haida Gwaii to golfing in the Gulf Islands.
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Tourism Businesses:

 BC has almost 19,000 tourism businesses across the province, both rural
and urban, of every size and shape.
 These businesses, many of them small businesses, support BC’s economy
and provide a wide range of interesting jobs.
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BC’s Visitor Economy:

 Contrary to what many believe, the tourism industry offers incredibly good
job opportunities for people with every imaginable background.
 From that first job in high school—it’s a great source of jobs for youth:
more than a third of employees are under 25
 It’s also about well-paying jobs in management, technical and
professional services—jobs like international sales people, highly-trained
outdoor guides, helicopter pilots, wellness experts, sommeliers, hotel
managers, fishing guides, bus drivers, ski instructors, event organizers, and
so many more.
 And jobs for First Nations who are authentically sharing their culture and
history with the world.
 Tourism employment exceeds the Transportation, High-tech, Forestry,
Mining, and Agriculture sectors, offering 127,500 jobs across the
province.
 It’s big…and it’s getting bigger!
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Opportunity Ahead:

 Compared to other large industries, tourism investment generates strong
spinoffs and new jobs.
 A $100 million dollar increase in direct spending for the following industries
generates:
o $41 million dollars for Oil & Gas sector, and 326 new jobs;
o $50 million dollars in the mining sector, and 438 new jobs;
o While tourism generates a massive $69 million dollars, and more 1,373
new jobs, according to Statistics Canada data from 2013.
 The impact of tourism investment makes a real difference for our economy.
 This is because tourism revenue stays close to home and is spent locally by
the small businesses who make up the majority of our industry.
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Opportunity:

 So, how are we capitalizing on this opportunity for growth in BC?
 For the past two years, we’ve worked to reduce overlaps in marketing by more
clearly defining markets and roles with our partners at every level – with
Destination Canada, Travel Alberta, Regional and city destination marketing
organizations.
 We’ve worked to develop a stronger sensibility around the British Columbia
brand and, through a new Co-op Marketing program, we’re helping
stakeholders to understand and lean into this brand platform to build our
collective equity.
 And, we’ve worked to fill the gaps in destination development by creating a
new strategic planning framework that will engage governments at every level
and will involve a much stronger role for RDMOs.
 All these changes are mostly just basic efficiency. It’s not enough to make us
exponentially better marketing competitors in a digital world.
 It’s time for us, as an industry, to truly raise our game!
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Global Marketing Programs – Domestic:

 Global marketing programs – domestic:
o BC, AB, ON
 #exploreBC
 Co-op marketing

Comment [KH3]: Marsha – pulled this from your
handwritten notes here.
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Global Marketing Programs – USA:

 Global marketing programs – USA:
 CA, WA, OR
 Connecting America

Comment [KH4]: Marsha – pulled this from your
handwritten notes here.
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Global Marketing Programs – International:

 Global marketing programs – International:
 CN, DE, MX, UK, JP, AUS
 Comms, Marketing, Travel trade

Comment [KH5]: Marsha – pulled this from your
handwritten notes here.
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Co-op Marketing Partnerships Program:

 The Co-op Marketing Partnerships program provided $3.4 million dollars,
which was leveraged by partners with $4.3 million dollars for 2016/17, and our
industry has created some amazing new projects with this funding.
 In fact, in 2016/17, the Co-op Marketing Partnerships program supported:
o 52 Community Consortia
o 10 Sectors
o Had 140 Communities participating
o Created brand alignment work with 27 Sector and Consortia.
 Here, the Tourism Cowichan Society, in partnership with the Cowichan Valley
Regional District, received $138,000 dollars under the 2016/17 Co-op
marketing partnerships program to target residents of the Pacific Northwest,
paint a vivid picture of the area, tell their story and demonstrate how
irresistibly easy is it to come and play and stay in this largely undiscovered
paradise.
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Co-op Marketing Partnerships Program:

 Communities, sectors and groups are telling us about how much more they’ve
been able to do under this program, and what an impact it’s having for their
businesses.
 A successful consortium has leveraged our money to expand their marketing
campaigns into larger media buys that they have ever made, amplifying their
message. Their festivals are sold out, festival attendees are extending their
stays, and the destination is gaining awareness.
 The group asked Destination BC for more funding to support the program.
While we weren’t able to offer any further funding, a private industry partner
stepped forward to contribute to the project to continue to extend their reach.
 The program has brought together sectors and groups who have never
worked together before to create new partnerships and models, leveraging
each of their resources. The new partnership worked to align their content and
brand with Destination BC’s Super Natural BC brand, and created brand
journalism content.
 One business has been able to hire new staff to support the social media work
of the co-op project, providing tourism jobs in our province.
 We’re so pleased to hear about the impact this program is having on our
industry.
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Destination Development:

 Great marketing supports short-term competitiveness. Great experiences
support long-term competitiveness.
 Our province is working to become more strategic in how we develop
ourselves as a tourism destination.
 A new destination development framework is currently being rolled out in 6
initial Planning Areas to build towards a 10 year strategy for BC.
 Participation and interest from tourism operators, DMOs, and governments,
including Provincial, Municipal, and First Nations, has been strong.
 We’ve already completed 8 planning areas—next year, we’ll do 10 the final 10
areas.
 Locally, the South Central Island planning area, which includes Duncan, has
been holding planning sessions since July of last year. On Monday of this
week, the working group held a draft strategy analysis meeting.
 The question we are fundamentally asking communities is:
“What do you want to be famous for as a tourism destination?”
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Destination Development:

 Here’s the breakout of the development corridors and communities that will be
developing these 10 year plans.
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Remarkable Experiences Program:

 The Remarkable Experiences program, launched last year, has been a new
way we’ve been supporting industry.
 The pilot program was offered in four regions of the province to about 40
participants. The program included three subjects–Experience Design, Digital
Marketing and Social Media Marketing–which were taught in-class. Each
participant in the pilot also received 8 hours of coaching and 2 assessments of
their websites and active social channels–one conducted before the program
began and one completed at the end of the program. The pilot ran for 7
months (October 2016–April 2017).
 Here is what the pilot program was able to do for BC businesses.
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Cassiar Cannery:

 The Experience Design module focuses on developing new visitor
experiences.
 Cassiar Cannery is an accommodation property that participated in the pilot
program in Prince Rupert. The business objectives of the owner, Justine, were
to generate off season business for her property, as her peak season, July
and August, were already full. Through coaching, she created two experience
packages–a Women’s Rejuvenation Weekend and an Ecology Week. She
offered the packages last spring and again this past fall.
 Justine let our team know last week how those experiences went for her
business:
o The experiences were 80% sold out in the first year and are selling
well for 2017.
o Her NPS score, Trip Advisor rating and following on Facebook have
all increased. In fact, there has been so much positive awareness
created from these experiences that she has also seen a 66%
o increase in searches specifically for Cassiar Cannery on Google.
o Her previous clientele was primarily fishermen, now she has a whole
new clientele coming from Alberta and all over BC and she has
added more than 350 names to her newsletter subscription.
o Her tourism revenue has increased 125% from 2016 over 2015.
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Monashee Adventure Tours:

 The Digital Marketing module focuses on how businesses can enhance their
websites to improve conversion and close a sale.
 Monashee Adventures, a tour company who participated in the pilot in the
Thompson Okanagan, recently updated their website. I wish we had a screen
shot their old website so you can see what an improvement this is. You’ll have
to trust me on this – this new website is an aesthetically cleaner looking site,
content is well organized and most importantly the owner Ed—we call him
Trailhead Ed—has added an online booking platform. Previously when you
tried to book a reservation you had to wait for Ed (who is usually out guiding a
tour) to call you back. I can’t tell you how excited he is to have a booking
platform now and how proud he is of his new website.
 Ed liked the pilot program so much he decided to take the entire program
again this year.
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Mountain High Adventures:

 The Social Media Module explores using social media to promote your
business and serve your guests.
 This is Mountain High Adventures, a rafting company, who participated in the
pilot in Fernie. Through coaching we learned Jon, the owner, has a passion
for surfing in addition to rafting. With a little research they discovered the
stand-up paddle board for white water. They invested in that product for this
past season, targeting primarily corporate training. Maybe your board or
executive team could give it a try!
 They created a video to promote this product on their social channels – it
received 16,000 views and some great comments. One of my favourite
comments on the screen says “Shut up and take my money!”
 We’ve been told this is the first and only stand up paddleboard (or
SUPsquatch) river tour in the world. The 17 foot inflatable stand up
paddleboard can be surfed, paddled, or can run the river rapids.
 So, thinking about the entire program, across our province, we now have 150
businesses in 6 clusters.
 Here in Cowichan, 17 participants have been learning about experience
design, digital marketing, and social media marketing since the program
launched here in October 2016. This program is done in partnership with
Tourism Vancouver Island.
 We’re proud to support businesses here, and I have a video of Cowichan
businesses in this program to show you later on.
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Visitor Servicing:

 Does your local visitor centre have good information about your business? Do
they know how to sell it?
 Destination BC supports visitor centres throughout the province. This year,
we invested $4.0 Million plus $300K for an Innovation Fund that supported 31
projects.
 We are also looking to update our model of visitor servicing… to have a mixed
model that provides face-to-face information through bricks-and-mortar visitor
centres, as well as online information and social media support.
 Here are some creative examples.
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Innovation Fund:

 On Gabriola Island, the team outfitted an environmentally friendly ice cream
style bike to deliver visitor services at popular sites. This resulted in 50%
increase in visitor interactions.
 In Grand Forks, they set up their mobile centre at various key events
throughout their community. The branded tent created awareness of mobile
visitor services and the creative sign provided a photo opportunity for visitors
to share on social media.
 The Fort Nelson Visitor Centre transformed a 1978 trailer into an unstaffed
mobile Visitor Centre and took it to Liard Hot Springs and other popular tourist
spots. The mobile Visitor Centre has been an overall success and has elicited
a great deal of conversation about Northern BC and the Alaska Highway
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Innovation Fund:

 The Chetwynd Visitor Centre delivered mobile visitor services this summer
with a tandem bike, a branded tent and signage, a portable table and chairs
and tablet. Their mobile Visitor Services team assisted more than 1,000
visitors within their community.
 The Nelson “Info on the Go” street team provided information to an additional
1,700 visitors around their community. They were at markets, events and
shows throughout the summer.
 Chemainus averages 50 buses a week in the summer and this year they were
greeted by the Chemainus Visitor Centre’s “Meet the Buses” greeter program.
Bus passengers were provided town maps, informed of places to shop and
eat and given directions to the murals and the museum. This year the greeter
program interacted with 165 buses.
 In Powell River they updated a 1974 Boler trailer and used it as a base for
visitor services at events in Powell River and Texada Island. Staff wore
colourful “Ask Me!” t-shirts and used iPads and printed material when
answering visitor enquiries. They also offered a lounge like area with an
awning and free Wi-Fi for visitors wanting to check their email. Visitors
responded positively to the friendly, outgoing, knowledgeable staff and were
drawn to the retro style Boler trailers.
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Innovation Fund:

 Sparwood purchased one digital kiosk for their Visitor Centre last year and
were impressed enough in the usage of it that they purchased a 2nd one for
use in a busy campground this summer.
 The Abbotsford Visitor Centre converted their mobile visitor centre to make
their reference material more accessible. They also launched a live chat
feature on their website to answer visitor enquiries online and in real time.
 The Nanaimo Visitor Centre enhanced their visitor services this summer by
increasing their touch points throughout the community. In 2015, the
#ExploreNanaimo street team assisted 1,005 visitors; in 2016 they increased
their interactions by 428% with a total of 5,312 tourism-related enquiries at
more than 20 events.
 So as you can see, the Innovation Fund is supporting some dynamic new
models to engage visitors.
 Locally, Duncan’s “Info-on-the-Go” and community engagement
projects received funding to experiment with new models for visitor
servicing.
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Visitor Services Successes:

 Visitor Centres are able to use a multi-channel approach with their visitors,
providing them with information both online and in person.
 These media interactions supported visitor servicing in real time, to great
success, as you can see here.
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Visitor Services Successes:

 These are just a few of the many “thank yous” that teams received this
summer.
 By interacting with visitors through multiple channels, we can build better
experiences and services for travellers.
 These combined approached are powerful for our industry and our economy.
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Power of Tourism:

 So, summing up: tourism is a valuable and sustainable industry in BC,
providing more than 120,000 jobs in the province, with $14 billion in overall
revenue.
 In this record year for visitors, with more than 5.1 million arrivals in BC in the
first 11 months of 2016, we’re starting to see the true power of tourism in BC.
 I’d like to show you a video of attendees in the Remarkable Experiences
program here on Vancouver Island.
<<Open video in separate media player program>>
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Remarkable Experiences Video:

<<Open video in separate media player>>
<<Press play on video in bottom left corner>>
<<Close media player and reopen presentation>>

Comment [KH6]: Marsha – the video CANNOT
be played in the PowerPoint presentation, as it is
only available currently in an MP4 format, which
doesn’t work with our government systems in PP.
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Thank you:

 All of this success would not be possible without deep collaboration with our
tourism regions, BC’s tourism industry and businesses, sectors and groups.
 If you’d like to hear more from Destination BC and the latest industry news, I
encourage you to sign up for our industry newsletter, through the subscription
centre on our corporate website.
 Thank you for inviting me to share some insights into the power of tourism and
the prospects for growth in BC.
 I’d be happy to answer any questions if you have any.
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